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ARB510
ARB E-Z Deflator Digital Gauge
The ARB E-Z Deflator Digital Gauge 
makes tyre deflation even easier thanks to 
accuracy of up to +/-1psi @ 15-75psi, a large 
digital read out with blue backlight display 
as well as multiple pressure readouts 
including PSI, BAR, KPA and KgF.
> Ribbed rubber gauge guard
> Flexible braided hose
> Full swivel gauge connection
> Rated capacity - 0 to 200psi
> Multiple pressure scales
> Large LCD Digital Readout
> Easy read blue backlight display
> Brass components and crimps
> Up to 200hrs battery life

AR09TA
AR32 Driving Light 
Amber Cover
Pair
Manufactured from moulded polycarbonate 
and hard coated for scratch & UV 
resistance. These covers suit a range of 
driving conditions and customer personal 
tastes while protecting the lens and bezel 
of the light.

72X04 
ARB Exhaust Jack - 750mm Lift 
Total lift height - 750mm 
Total lift weight - 2 tonnes 
The Bushranger® X Jack is designed and 
engineered to perfection. This award-
winning product has a long history in the 
Australian landscape and put to the test 
many times. The X-Jack has a triple layer 
top with a hardcore for maximum protection 
and stability.

The patented two-way inflation system can 
utilise exhaust or a portable air compressor 
inflation which provides added control 
in rate and extent of lift required. High 
temperature hose included - up to 140°C.

Quality construction with the hard top 
integrated between two layers of reinforced 
PVC provides structure, reducing the risk of 
puncture during inflation and deflation.

The X Jack assists lifting vehicle in a 
diverse range of situations or conditions 
such as sand, mud, snow or soft ground. 

Due to the X-Jacks inflatable nature, it goes 
anywhere, collapsing flat for easy storage 
into a heavy duty storage bag.

ARB Deflator 
Digital Gauge

OME Drink Bottle

OME Handling Kits

217615
OME BP-51 Drink Bottle
Make a statement every time you take a 
sip. With a gloss black finish and printed 
BP-51 logo, this double walled stainless 
steel bottle features polished end caps, a 
unique flip top straw, screw on top lid and 
400ml capacity.

ARB Exhaust Jack ARB Driving Light 
Cover

Defender 90 
DA1740 Medium-duty full kit 
DA1741 Heavy-duty full kit

> Fully integrated Old Man Emu handling kits for all 
ride types

> Designed and tested by a team of specialist 
engineers in Australia 

> Superior performance across all terrain

> Dramatically improved high and low speed control 
for increased comfort

Any suspension modification should have a full wheel 
alignment to ensure the vehicle is set up correctly 
and does not cause uneven tyre wear.
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